
From: Alan Boch   
Sent: March-28-14 9:14 AM 
To: BoardSec 
Subject: Big profit wins again 
 

Thank you to the OEB for allowing bug business to win again.  I know of no industry that can 
raise their priced by 40% and keep their customers.  Except if course in the case of a monopoly 
and where the government at both levels directly benefits in terms of new tax revenue.  How 
disgusting that you allow such an increase when people struggle each day to make ends 
meet.  How about seniors on fixed income.  How can they see their heating bills jump 40% or 
more once taxes are included.  Their pensions do not increase 40%.  What makes this even more 
disgusting is I know someone who works for Embridge,  if you call what he does work.  His 
salary for what hr does us so wrong it isn't even funny.  You allow this company to gouge the 
consumer with no regard for them.  I love the part where Embridge says consumers won't feel 
the full impact if the increase until next winter.  No kidding,   a three year old could figure that 
out.  People use mist of their natural gas to heat.  Therefore I don't know to many people who 
heat in the spring and summer.  OEB is only concerned about protecting the interests of the 
Monopolies they over see not the consumer.  Also I really like that the increase is only in an 
"intern" basis.  FYI so were Income Taxes when they came out.  I will bet any amount that prices 
will never drop more than 2%,  and I even believe prices will increase by another 5 to 10% in the 
next 3 years.  Nice job on your end to protect us. 

A disgusted Ontario resident,  
Alan Boch 
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